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FROGNER 
OSLO



OSLO’S FIRST  
ART DECO HOTEL

Among the magnificent 19th-century buildings 
scattered within Frogner, one of Oslo's oldest 

neighbourhoods, Sommerro is a 231-room hotel 
set within a landmark 1930s building. Once 

the headquarters of Oslo Lysverker, the city's 
 electrical company, the building's restored original 

features, like the exterior bas-reliefs by Asbjørg 
Borgfeldt, colourful murals by artist Per Krohg, 
and decorative art deco details, unfurl through 
the hotel’s public areas, which include four res-

taurants, two bars, a rooftop terrace, a sprawling 
wellness space, and a series of historical  

meeting and event rooms.
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A UNIQUE  
NEIGHBOURHOOD

NEIGHBOURHOOD

Welcome to Frogner. Scattered with magni-
ficent 19th-century buildings and stretching 
from the Royal Palace up to the glorious 
Frogner Park, our neighbourhood, in the 
city's west end, is one of the oldest in Oslo. 
We are packed to the brim with museums, art 
galleries, antique stores, niche boutiques and 
restaurants, and we are also within short wal-
king distance from many of the city's highligh-
ts. This includes Aker Brygge wharf, the lively 
restaurant-lined pedestrian waterfront with 
great views of the marina and Oslo Fjord, and 
the city centre, where you'll find bustling food 
halls and top attractions like the Oslo Opera 

House and the Munch Museum. What's more, 
the Nationaltheatret Station is a two-minute 
walk away, which means easy access to Oslo 
Airport and beyond.

Redefining the hospitality industry, with 
a strong focus on culture-hungry locals, 
 Sommerro will stand as a community in its 
own right, an open house and the neighbour-
hood's living room with a hub of restaurants 
and bars, a library, a small private cinema,  
and the city’s first rooftop pool, sauna 
and  terrace – a year-round destination 
with  sweeping views over Frogner and the 
 Norwegian capital.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD
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NEIGHBOURHOODNEIGHBOURHOOD
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The former headquarters for Oslo Lysverker – the 
city's electrical company – will be filled with new 
energy with the opening of Sommerro in 2022. 
Oslo's first neighbourhood hotel, Sommerro is a 

modern tribute to Norwegian cultural heritage, an 
open house and a community in its own right, where 

visitors and locals can work, sleep, eat and play.

A NEW ERA

ARCHITECTURE
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ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE

Originally designed in 1931 by Norwegian ar-
chitects Andreas Bjercke and Georg Eliassen 
– creators of some of Oslo's most recogni-
sable buildings – Sommerro is a treasure 
trove of wonderful original details. A fusion 
of neoclassical aesthetics, unfussy functio-
nalist features, and a layer of glamorous art 
deco details, there are bas-reliefs carved into 
the stone pillars at the entrance, by sculptor 
Asbjørg Borgfelt, art deco elements from 
the lighting to the decorative terrazzo and 
wrought iron staircase, and rich details by the 
celebrated Norwegian artist, Per Krohg. These 
include the expressive mural in the main hall, 
a ceiling fresco in the former canteen, and the 
iconic mosaic feature wall in the basement 
public bath and swimming hall.

With the aim to celebrate and preserve 
as much of these features as possible, while 
creating a contemporary interior, we are 
working closely with the city antiquarian, 
local architecture firm LPO Arkitekter and 
interior designers at GrecoDeco, who are 
best-known for its award-winning elaborate 
and detailed designs.
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ROOMS  
& SUITES
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From cosy loft spaces to lavish suites, our cleverly designed 
rooms come in all shapes and sizes to suit everyone from 

families with children to solo business trippers. Elevating the 
building’s functionalist bones, all bedrooms are layered with 

rich art deco details and feature oak parquet flooring, bespoke 
furnishings upholstered with 1930s Norwegian motifs and slick 
bathrooms with custom tiles. You’ll also find fully stocked mini-
bars, curated artwork, an insider’s guide to the ‘hood, plus each 

room includes access to the rooftop terrace and Sommerro’s 
Gym and Wellness space.

OUR  
BEDROOMS

ROOMS & SUITES
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LOFT • 19–23 SQ M • 25 ROOMS
Travelling with friends or colleagues? Our top-floor 

Loft rooms are twin rooms with a difference. Cleverly 
designed to feature two 140sqm beds in separate 

spaces, these snug boltholes are compact yet comfy, 
with integrated underbed storage, privacy curtains 

designed by Norwegian illustrator Bendik Kaltenborn, 
skylights and neat bathrooms with walk-in showers.

STANDARD • 19–26 SQ M • 53 ROOMS
A great base for exploring Oslo, our Standard rooms 

are perfectly formed for couples and are smartly 
designed to make the most out of the space. Each has 
a 180sqm bed, parquet flooring, brush-painted walls, 

coved ceilings, bespoke furnishings, an integrated 
window desk for burning the midnight oil and a fully 

stocked minibar in a separate space.

SUPERIOR • 24–28 SQ M • 62 ROOMS
Like our Standard room, but bigger and better, with 
plush details such as cherry-stained ash wall panels 
with ebonised moulding detail, a sparkly chandelier 

inspired by the elaborate lighting fixtures in Oslo 
City Hall, an inbuilt corner minibar and vanity and 

separate window seating for lounging about.

DELUXE • 27–34 SQ M • 58 ROOMS
Like an elegant townhouse from the 1930s, our 

Deluxe rooms are the perfect indulgence, anchored 
by a polished birch bed with a chequerboard inlay, 

a marquetry minibar cabinet, Norwegian floral 
elements, softly curved walls and art deco stepped 

ceiling mouldings.

JUNIOR SUITE • 40–45 SQ M • 28 SUITES 
Otherwise known as the 'wow' room, our Junior suite  
is decked out with a fancy Murano glass chandelier,  
a bleached oak chrome-detailed four-poster bed 

and an established seating area with bespoke 
furnishings upholstered with a fabric pattern inspired 
by Norwegian artist, Gerhard Munthe. Not to mention 

the bathroom, which is clad in dusty pink marble  
and comes complete with a twin basin, a walk-in 

shower and a deep-soaking tub.

HERITAGE SUITE • 70–100 SQ M • 4 SUITES 
Go big and check into one of our four Heritage suites, 
which are spread out to include a separate bedroom 

and living area and lots of opulent details from a 
grand bed backed by a headboard inlaid with timber 
and mother of pearl, velvet wall coverings and sofas, 
a walk- in wardrobe and a guest lobby and toilet. Like 
the Junior suite, the bathrooms are lavish, with a deep 
soaking tub, alongside loads of natural daylight from 

the window that looks out onto Sommerrogata.

VILLA INKOGNITO • 26–95 SQ M 
11 ROOMS & SUITES 

Pull out all the stops and check in to Villa Inkognito that 
dates back to 1870. Separate to the main building, with 

its own dedicated entrance, this building was the former 
office space for Oslo Lysverker employees. Now we have 
transformed it into an 11 rooms and suite residence that 
includes several opulent living rooms, an open kitchen, 

an intimate bar and a personal fitness room in the 
basement. To boot, there is a lovely outdoor area, where 
you can sip a cup of coffee and watch the world go by. 

Once you move in, you'll never want to leave.

ROOMS & SUITESROOMS & SUITES
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ROOMS & SUITES
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ROOMS & SUITES ROOMS & SUITES
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ROOMS & SUITES
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ROOMS & SUITESROOMS & SUITES
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EATING &  
DRINKING
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Sommerro is home to three of Oslo’s best-loved 
establishments, which serve a variety of foods using 
only the freshest ingredients. Places to discover new 
flavours as well as to revisit favourite classics, each 
of our restaurants offer a different experience and 
are also available for private hire. Open to one and 
all, they are the perfect spots for group gatherings, 

celebrations or simply to drop by for a quick working 
breakfast, to set up an office away from home, or to 

indulge in a cheeky cocktail (or two).

OUR  
RESTAURANTS 

& BARS

EATING & DRINKING
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Our all-day dining spot, Ekspedisjonshallen is your 
local neighbourhood living room serving up classic 
brasserie- style favourites against an original wall fresco 
by artist Per Krohg. The place to set up an office away 
from home, to gather for a quick working breakfast, a 
long lazy weekend brunch, or dinner with friends, at 
Ekspedisjons hallen, anything goes. Familiar, laidback 
and with a weekly event that showcases emerging 
artists and DJs, our doors are always open and we look 
forward to welcoming you.

235 555
CAPACITY SQ M

EATING & DRINKING
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Mimosa-fuelled afternoon tea by day, champagne and 
oysters by night and classical concerts in between, To 
Søstre is the stylish and elegant home of the best open-
face sandwiches and cake trolley in town. Meaning ‘two 
sisters’ – the original project name for the building by 
the architects Bjercke & Eliassen – the room’s abundant 
greenery, natural light and rabbit-print upholstery, 
inspired by Norwegian artist Gerhard Munthe, is the 
perfect setting for intimate get togethers. With the 
option to connect to Ekspedisjonshallen, it is also ideal 
to hire out for bigger gatherings from product launches 
to special occasion celebrations.

EATING & DRINKING

62 175
CAPACITY SQ M
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EATING & DRINKING

Our crowning glory, Tak Oslo is a Nordic-Japanese 
rooftop restaurant by Frida Ronge. The sister restaurant 
to the Stockholm original, our dishes celebrate the best 
of Norway using only fresh, seasonal, local and sustaina-
ble produce to create complex yet approachable Nordic 
dishes influenced by Japanese cooking methods and 
flavours. Join us for an intimate meal or, better yet, for 
special occasions, we can arrange bigger group tables 
and private dining. As part of our rooftop offering, we 
also have an indoor-outdoor bar and grill with magni-
ficent Frogner views, all available for private hire. ↑  Restauranten ligger i 8. etg med utsikt over hele byen.

↑  Baren ilgger i 7. etg og er tilknyttet takterrassen. 

TAK OSLO
90 250

CAPACITT SQ M
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ROOFTOP TERRACE

EATING & DRINKING

65 200
INDOOR CAPACITY OUTDOOR CAPACITY

With sweeping views across Frogner, our spectacular 
rooftop terrace is a wow-factor space. Also available 
to hire in the good-weather months, we'll have a roster 
of year-round events, while in the summer, a menu 
of handcrafted cocktails and sharing plates from our 
open-fire grill will be served against a soundtrack of 
live beats. Our pool deck, open throughout the year, is a 
retreat exclusively for hotel guests, where light bites will 
be served poolside in the summer and, during the colder 
months, in-sauna treatments can be enjoyed against a 
magical background of falling snow.
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Among Sommerro's public areas are four restaurants, 
three bars, a rooftop terrace, a sprawling wellness 
space and a series of historical meeting and event 

rooms. Available for private hire, these spaces range 
in size from 28 sq m to 245 sq m and have a capacity 

of between 12 and 150 people. So whether it’s a 
wedding, a creative workshop, an intimate dinner, or 

a brainstorm away from the office, whatever the event 
you have in mind, our collection of cleverly designed 

spaces will cover your every need.

To make an enquiry, or to find out more  
information about our floor plans and menus,  

please email events@sommerrohouse.com  
– we would love to hear from you.

SOMMERRO 
PRIVATE HIRE

MEETINGS & EVENTS
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One of our heritage rooms, Krohgsalen is our 
most iconic space and was once the canteen 
for the employees of Oslo Lysverker. It takes its 
name from Per Krohg, the celebrated Norwegi-
an artist, whose artwork can be found throug-
hout the hotel including a remarkable mural 
that adorns the ceiling in this room. Kitted out 
with state-of-the-art technology, its very own 
kitchen and a small bar, it is perfect for larger 
groups looking for a proper celebration.

All located on the third floor, we have eight 
historical rooms available for private hire, 
including two heritage spaces with original 
details – like Krohgsalen with its remarkable 
ceiling mural by artist Per Krohg and Direktør-
kontoret which was the former office for the 
General Director of Oslo Lysverker – and four 

light-filled boardrooms. The names of each 
of the rooms, as well as the interior design, 
are inspired by significant figures linked to 
the heritage of the building as well as the art 
deco era. Equipped with everything you need, 
including top technology and more, check out 
the individual spaces for exact specifics.

150 245
CAPACITY SQ M

KROHGSALEN

HISTORICAL ROOMSMEETINGS & EVENTS

HISTORICAL 
ROOMS

Krohgsalen
Borgfeldtstuen

Direktørkontoret

Munthe

Board rooms
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HISTORICAL ROOMS

Originally the office for the General Director 
of Oslo Lysverker, this listed room – also 
one of our heritage spaces – is Norwegian 
 functionalism at its best, with original details 
including handsome timber wall panels and 
distinct clean-lined furnishings that  complete 
the sense of timelessness. It also smartly 
connects to one of our impressive heritage 
bedrooms and a living room, making it one of 
our most unique suites- ideal to rent out in its 
entirety or just as a boardroom on its own.

16 45
CAPACITY

DIREKTØR
KONTORET

Named after Asbjørg Borgfeldt, the Norwegian 
sculptor whose wonderfully detailed reliefs 
adorn the pillars at the entrance of the 
building, Borgfeldtstuen is distinguished by its 
great natural light and artwork. With space 
for three long boardroom tables, as well as 
a beautiful bar and a salon to relax in, the 
room is perfect for anything from brilliant 
brainstorms to family gatherings.

BORGFELDT
STUEN

HISTORICAL ROOMS

42 162
CAPACITY SQ M SQ M
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BOARD ROOMS

GULBRANDSEN
12 PERSONER • 29 SQ M 

A much-loved ceramicist, Nora Gulbrandsen was also 
Norway's first female industrial designer.

PRYTZ
12 PERSONER • 29 SQ M 

A goldsmith and applied artist, Jacob Prytz was  
one of the leading figures in the Norwegian  

handicraft and design community

POULSSON
12 PERSONER • 29 SQ M 

Named after textile artist Else Poulsson, whose 
wonderful designs can also be found in Oslo City Hall.

GRIMSRUD
12 PERSONER • 29 SQ M 

Here we salute Ragnar Grimsrud, one of Norway's 
most celebrated ceramic artists.

Our four boardrooms, which each have a 
capacity for 12 people, are each named after 
a significant artist from Norway's art deco 
period. Like the original General Director’s 
office, the cherry-stained walnut cladding 
creates a handsome framework for a design 
inspired by each of the artists, which includes 
a selection of their pieces. Whatever the type 
of meeting you’re looking to host, we have 
the means to accommodate with savvy tech, 
including AV-equipment and whiteboard walls; 
super-fast Wi-Fi; coffee and tea on tap; and 
lots of natural daylight.

BOARD ROOMS

Like the other boardrooms, but with space 
for 14 people, this room is named after 
artist Gerhard Munthe, whose dreamy and 
contemporary illustrations of Norwegian 
folklore inspired the interior design of the 
entire hotel. Whether it’s a product launch, 
a creative workshop or just a change of 
scenery you need, we have you covered 
with top tech, a kitchenette, breakout area, 
cloakroom and toilet facilities to boot.

MUNTHE

HISTORICAL ROOMS

14 34
CAPACITY SQ M
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SOMMERROSTUENE SOMMERROSTUENE

Together with The National Library, just across 
the street, our Biblioteket is a snug book-filled 
space, perfect for escaping from the outside 
world. The design takes its cues from grand 
modernist libraries with whimsical Nordic 
touches from botanical patterns to a warm 
honey-coloured hand-blown glass screen. It is 
also our digital detox room, where guests are 
encouraged to stow away their mobile phones, 
swap their shoes for slippers and settle down 
with a cup of coffee and a good book. We have 
reading sessions for children on Sundays, and 
with space to host up to 26 people, the entire 
room can be hired out for anything from wine 
tastings to intimate get-togethers or even as a 
spot to deliver that inspirational speech.

29 53
CAPACITY SQ M

BIBLIOTEKET

Biblioteket

Storstua

EkspedisjonshallenTo Søstre

Kinoen

Salongen

  SOMMERRO 
STUENE

With an intimate library, a cosy cinema and even a grand 
theatre inspired by the golden age of old Hollywood, our 

unforgettable collection of living rooms are all available for 
private hire. Whether you're planning an intimate get-together 

or a big bash, our spaces can be arranged exclusively so that 
you can celebrate in style, whatever your need.
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SOMMERROSTUENE SOMMERROSTUENE

Not your average meeting room, The Salongen 
is our flexible space, perfect for informal 
gatherings and those looking to hang out for 
the whole day. Whether it's a breakfast event, 
a casual drinks reception, an intimate dinner, 
or all three, we can flip the room's set up 
throughout the day to fit your needs. And with 
its glass brick wall that takes its cues from Villa 
Stenersen, Oslo's modernist gem, and a vibrant 
rainbow colour scheme inspired by a vintage 
rya – a traditional Scandinavian wool rug – the 
bright and airy space is ideal for those looking 
for a relaxed and dynamic option.

SALONGEN

Day-to-day, Storstua is set up as both a 
canteen and a break-out area, which serves 
a delicious selection of grab 'n go lunches, 
snacks, tea and coffee. As our second largest 
room, with its own street side entrance, it can 
also be hired out, either as a whole space, or 
divided into two. So whether you're planning a 
big bash or an intimate celebration, this party- 
perfect space with its embossed linoleum 
ceiling, can be transformed to include a bar 
and a DJ area for up to 100 guests.

STORSTUA

Inspired by Tancred Ibsen, the filmmaker who 
introduced Norway to its first feature-length 
sound film in 1931, our intimate screening 
room with its rippling curved ceiling, features 
comfy deep-tufted art deco lounge chairs and 
enveloping carpet-clad walls in warm bronze 
tones. It can be rented out for all occasions 
from brand presentations to private movie 
nights and along with Frogner Kino, our small 
neighbourhood cinema, we will also have 
regular screenings of everything from Nor-
wegian and foreign films to timeless classics- 
paired, of course, with drinks and snacks.

KINOEN

40 74
CAPACITY SQ M

100 140
CAPACITY SQ M

28 67
CAPACITY SQ M
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Our alluring 200-seat gilded theatre takes its 
cues from the decadent 1930s glamour of old 
Hollywood and Europe's grand opera houses. 
Featuring a grand arched stage opening with 
stardust lighting and a lavender dusk colour 

scheme – inspired by Norwegian artist Harald 
Sohlberg's painting of a mermaid emerging 

from the fjord in the moonlight – we will have an 
ongoing programme of intimate events from jazz 

nights to cabaret performances. With its own 
backstage entrance, bar, toilets and wardrobes, 
the space is also ideal to hire for special events. 

From private film screenings to big launches, 
whatever your occasion, Lysverker Scene is the 

perfect wow-factor space.

LYSVERKER 
SCENE

LYSVERKER SCENE

200 300
CAPACITY SQ M
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One of the few public baths left in the country, we 
have restored this art deco beauty, into a sprawling 
wellness paradise to include a series of treatment 

rooms, a roman bath and sauna, a vast fitness room 
and, of course, the original swimming pool with its 

magnificent Per Krohg mosaic.

BATH • HEALTH • WELLBEING

Roman Bath & 
Infrared SaunaGym

New Treatment Rooms

Relaxation AreaLocker Rooms Locker Rooms

Sauna

Vestkantbadet Bath

Old Locker Rooms

Gym

Treatment Rooms

Bath

Reception
& Shop
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VESTKANTBADET • 350 SQ M
With its original art deco details including a 

magnificent mosaic wall by artist Per Krohg, this is 
the building's original public bath, sauna and locker 

rooms dating from 1932. We have restored this  
beauty to its original glory and have once again 

opened it for public use.

GYM • 400 SQ M
Exclusively for hotel guests and members, our gym 

goes above and beyond with its top equipment and 
exceptional group classes. Whether you're looking to 

reach new fitness heights or keep up with your regular 
routine while travelling, the local member community 

will be sure to keep you motivated.

NEW TREATMENT ROOMS • 200 SQ M
An indulgent space comprising eight fully-equipped 
treatment rooms – some with showers – and a quiet 

relaxation area, here, we offer a menu of ever-evolving 
tailored treatments from the luxuriously pampering to 

innovative, health-boosting therapies.

OLD TREATMENT ROOMS • 30 SQ M
Vestkantbadet’s original massage rooms, we have 

brought these heritage spaces back to life and once 
again offer a menu of express services including 

reflexology and sports massages to help you wind 
down after a gruelling workout or a long day.

RECEPTION & SHOP • 65 SQ M
Occupying Vestkantbadet's original reception, we 

have now elevated this space to include a one-stop 
shop with everything from local and international 

health & wellness brands to essentials like swimming 
trunks and caps. Browse our products before your spa 
treatment or pop by post-workout for a protein shake 

and a snack bar.

ROMAN BATH & SAUNA • 60 SQ M
Increase your sense of wellbeing with a  

traditional Nordic thermotherapy experience in our 
infrared sauna and cold plunge pool, which used 
to be Vestkantbadet's original Roman bath, now 

reinstated to its former glory.

LOCKER ROOMS • 68 SQ M
The ultimate in post-workout indulgence,  

pamper yourself in our gym changing rooms with 
freshly laundered towels, high-end bath products 

and fully-stocked beauty stations in a space 
designed by GrecoDeco to include rich, sleek 

timbers and soft lighting.

BATH • HEALTH • WELLBEINGBATH • HEALTH • WELLBEING

KARBAD • 80 SQ M
Once used as public bathing facilities as well as an area 

for bath therapy treatments, we have restored these 
rooms while retaining original elements, like the bright 

blue tiles, and transformed them into hammams, where 
we'll offer deeply cleansing traditional treatments.
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BATH • HEALTH • WELLBEINGBATH • HEALTH • WELLBEING
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Formerly the private residence built in 1870 by architect Thøger Binnebal-
le, this magnificent villa served as office space for Oslo Lysverker before 

housing the Algerian embassy from 1980. Now part of Sommerro, this 
iconic building has come full circle with a new lease of life as a private villa 
available to book in its entirety. Separate to the main building, with its own 

dedicated entrance, Villa Ingkognito unfolds to include 11 suites, several 
opulent living rooms, an open kitchen, an intimate bar and a fitness room in 
the basement. The interior design is the work of award-winning firm Greco-
Deco, who has embellished the spaces with a mix of magnificent antiques, 

original artwork, decorative details and classic Scandinavian furnishings. To 
boot, there is a lovely outdoor area, where you can sip a cup of coffee and 

watch the world go by. Once you move in, you'll never want to leave.

VILLA 
INKOGNITO

Villa Inkognito Villa Inkognito

An iconic building in a unique location, 
Villa Inkognito is soulful and luxurious.  

Like home-away-from-home, only better.
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Villa Inkognito Villa Inkognito
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